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A power move, explains experienced chess teacher Charles Hertan, is a winning master tactic that

requires thinking ahead. To become one of the best chess players in your school you need to be

able to think just 1,5 moves ahead, and this book teaches the four basic tricks do so. You will learn

how to weed out silly moves and just consider a few important ones. Forget about learning openings

and endgames, power moves will help you win in all stages of the game. Charles Hertan introduces

the four main characters who will help you to learn these basic skills: Zort (a teenaged computer

from the planet Zugszwang), the Dinosaurs, Power Chess Kid and the Chess Professor . The most

complete and fun kids book ever on learning how to win games!
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I really enjoyed Power Chess for Kids. Just as importantly, the kids I work with got a kick out of it

too. The fact that kids can read this book on their own and be entertained while they learn to

improve their chess is an added bonus.--Edward Scimia, About.com-CHESSI myself have three

children and when my youngest son (8 years old) saw the book, he immediately got excited. The

drawings and the child-friendly lay-out had a magic impact on him. --Martin Rieger, Europa Rochade

MagazineThe organizations of the book is stellar, the layout is cheerful (with cartoon-style

characters) and the material is important for chess improvement--Dr. Alexey W. Root, former US

Women&#39;s Chess Champion, author of CHILDREN AND CHESS



Got this for my son who loves chess. He learned alot of strategic moves & almost beats everybody

who plays him. Anybody up for a challenge, lol?

this is a very good book for adults also.

I bought this book for my 7 year old grandson. He loves it and is playing the game with his dad.

Good purchase!

I bought this book for my grandson and immediately got drawn into the lessons as I examined the

book.This is a wonderful book for any youngster who is serious about improving his or her chess

skills.

Some cautions: 1. The chess boards used to show chess moves are only 1 1/2" square, and the

print is too small for a child to read. 2. The chess examples used are too hard for beginners. 3. The

author exaggerates when he calls simple chess tips "Power Tricks". 4. He does does not give many

principles for tactics. He mostly shows types of captures.Thus a child should not buy this book.The

examples are helpful for an intermediate player, but you may need a chess board to follow what he

says.Finally, $16.95 is a lot for a 153 page book.

its really good

I've coached chess kids for many years, and have always sought good material to recommend to

students who want to make progress. For the student who is at the appropriate stage in

development, Hertan's work is among the best I've seen.Hertan teaches four "power tricks" to get

better:1. Know and use the value of the pieces.2. The 'Quick Count' - Count the defenders and

attackers to see whether a piece can be safely captured3. Takes Takes Bang! - Make a trade to set

up a winning (bang!) move4. Check Moves Bang! - Use a check to set up a winning (bang!)

moveThe last 2 power tricks are a very useful introduction to forcing moves, which every chess

player must master in order to become strong.Hertan then shows how to use these power tricks with

4 different tactical motifs: forks, pins, skewers, and interference moves. The last 4 chapters contain

a total of about 150 teaching positions, along with 30 exercises to reinforce the reader's grasp of the

concepts.The book closes with a useful glossary of chess terms (like "endgame" and "perpetual



check") for the chess learner. The author references a forthcoming second book, which will

presumably cover how to apply the 4 power tricks with other tactical motifs like discovered attack,

deflection, and removal of the guard. Keep an eye out for it; it's sure to be worthwhile.The 4 cartoon

characters add zest and quirky humor, making it a fun read. I asked my teenage son, a retired

chess prodigy, to read the book and give me his opinion. He said he really enjoyed it and found it

helpful; in fact, he wished he had been able to read it when he was playing chess. That, in a

nutshell, is why I award the book 5 stars.That said, I must disagree with the notion that this is the

most complete chess book for kids:* It is too advanced to serve as a second book for chess

learners, who need more grounding in fundamentals like not leaving your pieces unguarded, and

not playing with just your queen. It also assumes a mastery of chess rules, and the explanation of

chess notation is quite rudimentary.* It does not cover some important topics, like checkmate

patterns, openings, and endgames. I understand the author's desire to narrow the scope of the

book, as it provides greater focus on the 4 power tricks. Moreover, middlegame tactics are the

single most important topic to learn if you want to become strong. However, you forfeit the right to

call the book a "complete" set of chess lessons when you exclude these other important topics.

After you finish this little gem, I'd suggest the following reading program --For checkmate patterns,

you'll want to obtainÂ Checkmate for Children: Mastering the Most Important Skill in

ChessÂ orÂ How to Beat Your Dad at Chess (Gambit Chess). For openings, you might tryÂ The

Complete Idiot's Guide to Chess Openings. And for endgames, you should considerÂ Silman's

Complete Endgame Course: From Beginner To Master.Like pretty much every chess book, the

work under review has some minor flaws:* The terms "interpolation" and "hook-up" are used without

definition, and do not appear in the glossary.* A few examples have unexplored alternative

solutions.* Chess mastery is gained more from practice than from conceptual understanding, and

this book is light on the exercises that would provide practice opportunities.So it has a couple of

warts and limitations...who cares? It's still a fun, instructive and helpful book for anyone--kid or

adult--rated 600 to 1400 who wants to get better at chess.Full disclosure: The publisher provided a

review copy of this book to me. I have endeavored to remain completely unbiased and helpful, and

feel confident that the review reflects my commitment to objectivity.

My twelve year old and myself have really benefited from this book. We have learned strategies that

practice(playing) alone would not have provided. My twelve year old is now regularly beating me

and her father and gaining confidence. She is now interested in going out and playing others to get

more experience and improve her game, which is a huge step for a child as shy as our child. Things



are explained in an understandable manner and strategies are rational are clear. Brilliant moves

through out history are explained so that even us average players can use them. My nine year old is

also enjoying the game, though she does not benefit from the strategies as much as my twelve year

old. This book is best used for the focused of mind.
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